THE INHERITANCE (2020)
(THRILLER / HORROR)
Director: Chad Barager, Kevin Speckmaier
Cast: Nick Wittman, Natalia Ryumina, Valeria Dymova
A young American woman travels to Ukraine to inherit
an old building. But as the days pass, she unveils a
series of dark secrets and a gruesome murder which
will now come to hunt her and the building.
In cooperation with Fizz-e-motion
Trailer:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dKAL6uQpulw

HOW TO MARRY A MILLIONAIRE (2019)
(ROMANTIC COMEDY)
Director: Filip Zylber
Cast: Malgorzata Socha, Justyna Steczkowska
(Famous Polish singer), Mikolaj Roznerski (Diablo: The
Ultimate Race)
A group of people who are unsatisfied with their love
life take part in a course which will teach them how to
marry a millionaire.
Based on a format which was an international hit.
Endemol Shine Poland production.
Trailer:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hZmZPOjSwlo
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AN ALMOST PERFECT SCAM (2019)
(COMEDY)
Director: Michał Milowicz / Kacper Anuszewski
Cast: Olaf Lubaszenko (Schindlers List), Michal Milowicz (Boys don’t Cry), Cezary Pazura (Diablo: The
Ultimate Race)
The boss of the Polish Mountain mafia is furious, as
usual, but this time with good reason. His men stole
120 kilos of herbal tea from a police station during a
reckless operation. There was supposed to be marijuana in that Police warehouse, but it seems that someone was quicker than the mafia and left a substitute in
its place. Agents Boar and Bison are on the case, as
they suspect corruption on large scale.
Trailer: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1H_wn5v_wHo

LITTLE KINGDOM (2019)
(WAR, DRAMA)
Director: Peter Magat
Cast: Alicia Agneson (The Courier), Lachlan Nieboer,(Charlie Countryman), Brian Caspe (JoJo Rabbit), Abigail Rice (The Aftermath)
Set during WW2, Soldier JACK deserts his unit
and finds his wife Eva in an isolated village in the
mountains. She moved there to work in a factory, but
was unaware of the cruel owner BAR. When the Secret
Service Police arrives, it seems both Jack and Eva’s
time is up, and are forced to make quick decisions.
Some of which can even be life threatening...
In cooperation with Fizz-e-motion.
Trailer:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TGxyVyxjkPA&t=11s
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DIABLO: THE ULTIMATE RACE (2019)
(ACTION/ADVENTURE)
Director: Michal Otlowski
Cast: Rafal Mohr (Clergy), Cezary Pazura (Pitbull: Last
Dog), Karolina Szymczak (Hercules)
Kuba is passionate about fast cars, and an extremely
talented driver. After his sister is diagnosed with
a serious illness, he decides to get quick cash for her
treatment by taking part in illegal car races.
This road will lead to a dangerous underground world
of crime and rivalry for life or death. On his way he will
be teaming up with the beautiful Eva, which will be
sparked not only for the love of racing.
Trailer: https://youtu.be/cO94g58Py3U

WHEN THE HEART CALLS (2018)
(ROMANCE)
Director: Filip Zylber
Cast: Borys Szyc (Cold War), Pawel Domagala, Roma
Gasiorowska (Letters To Santa - ‚Listy do M’)
A film about the search for love and a touching view
on modern relationships. People who continue to
believe in love, but deep inside, are only waiting for
true love. However, it is not easy to find your other half.
Endemol Shine Poland Production
Endemol Shine Poland production.
Trailer:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mhnaa94hNBk
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MY PRETEND FIANCE (2018)
(ROMANTIC COMEDY)
Director: Bartosz Prokopowicz
Cast: Julia Kaminska, Sonia Bohosiewicz, Tomasz
Karolak (Planeta Singli)
Can a white lie get out of control and lead to a total
disaster? Or maybe just as everything falls apart in
life, it’s possible to put it back into place again? Karina
is doing her best to have the first happy relationship
ever. Unfortunately, the man to whom she gave her
heart, seems to be more interested in himself than her.
One unforeseen event and one little lie will change
Karina’s organized life into an emotional and hilarious
roller-coaster. It soon turns out that other people
around Karina have their little secrets, too. When the
truth comes out, everyone will have to finally put their
relationships and in their hearts in order.
Box office hit with over 1 million admissions in Poland.
Trailer: https://youtu.be/oQX4XY939nY

SQUADRON 303 (2018)
(DRAMA, WAR)
Director: Denis Delic, Art Borowiec
Cast: Piotr Adamczyk (The Art Of Loving), Kirk Barker,
Gabriela Calun
This is the story of the highly regarded fighter squadron, in which served mainly airmen from Poland, in
the history of aerial combat and their heroic defence
of England during WW2, Battle of Britain against Nazi
attacks. The 303 Squadron shot three times more Luftwaffe planes than any other allied squadrons.
Box office hit – 1.5 million admissions in Poland
Trailer:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vSHeKwLnp8o&t=18s
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NERD (2019)
Director: Artur Schmidt
Cast: Katarzyna Figura (The Pianist), Mariusz Jakus,
Michal Stasczak
Norbert is a happy internet addict. He hasn’t left his
home for a long time and all he needs to be satisfied
in life is brought to him by Marian – a crazy taxi driver
over 50 years old, who loves young women and parties. Norbert’s family doesn’t share his passion. They
want him to leave his home full of computers, but he
won’t listen and keeps fighting to ultimately shut off
everyone after an unsuccessful intrigue made by his
family. Then he faces every nerd’s worst nightmare it turns out that he didn’t pay his internet bill and his
provider switched it off. Norbert leaves his home and
starts a big and dangerous excursion full of adventures to see Internetex – his internet provider.
Trailer: https://youtu.be/heJCdX3yNhk

IN PRODUCTION

DREAMWOLRD (2021)
(ANIMATION / FAMILY/ADVENTURE)
Director: Sam Akina
Cast: TBA (casting for Hollywood voices)
The story of a boy and a girl; Jake and Jenny, living in
a town where all of a sudden dreams start to become
reality. But not only the good ones, but bad ones as
well, and only Jake has the ability to go in and out of
dreams, a different dimension called dreamworld. But
when the town starts to have a large increase in bad
dreams, Jake and Jenny team up, along with a Unicorn
from dreamworld, who finds himself accidently in the
real world, and go on an adventure into Dreamworld to
discover why bad dreams are occuring…
Animation samples available upon request
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